
WHO WE ARE
 • A leading manufacturer of guitar strings with 
distributors in 35 countries serving virtually every 
developed musical instrument market in the world. 

• As the first string makers to produce guitar 
strings from synthetic material rather than animal 
gut, Augustine Strings is a heritage brand and a 
leader in the field of classical guitar. 

• Since 1947, all Augustine Strings have been pro-
duced and packaged in New York.
   
• Most materials are domestically produced, includ-
ing all our silver-plated copper wrap wire which is 
the most expensive component of a string set.
All packaging materials are a blend of post-con-
sumer recycled fiber and FSC and Rainforest Alli-
ance-certified renewable eucalyptus pulp printed 
with soy-based ink.

• Over 90% of our workforce has been with the 
company for 10 years or more. This consistency 
ensures that our team understands and is able to 
maintain extremely high QC standards. 

• In the past three years, Augustine Strings has 
greatly expanded its outreach, supporting classical 
guitar societies, artists, educators, and orchestras. 
The returns on this investment of time, social me-
dia exposure, money, and goodwill are beginning to 
come to fruition and we are thrilled to be partner-
ing with Hal Leonard as our exclusive US distribu-
tor to help maximize this return.

AUGUSTINE
G U I T A R  S T R I N G S
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“...the Blue Basses are fantastic, I love everything 
about them. They’re powerful, have good sustain, and 
the tension is right for me.”

“I like these. Higher tension seems to suit me with a 
bit ‘crisper’ tone and feel. These settle fast and last 
well and are VERY affordable!”

“Augustine Red strings resulted in a warm and more 
mellow tone and the guitar was easier to fret.”

“Warm sound and flexible but firm sound. Long last-
ing. Easy on the fingers.”

“My new Augustine strings are a delight to play. I am 
studying classical guitar and these strings make prac-
ticing a pleasure.”

“...settled in well and have a nice bright sound... Au-
gustines are a good value for the money compared to 
the pricey European brands. “

“Now that I have tried the Augustine Blue Label I 
think I managed to find that perfect match for my 
favorite guitar and all of my intonation issues have 
gone away.”

CLASSIC COLLECTION

“....I have put on 4 sets and they all have good intona-
tion. Nice to get the classic Augustine sound and now 
good intonation. I have always liked the basses now 
the trebles are reliable also!”

• Basses feature the highest percentage of silver 
of any competing string in price class

• “Opal” nylon trebles sound warm and mellow

• “The Segovia Sound” with perfect intonation
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“Best sounding strings I’ve used so far; been playing 
classical guitar over 30 years. Used Daddario Pro 
Arte, Labella, and Savarez (all types).”

“These are the only strings I’ll use. Refined treble 
sound and robust basses.”

“Best my guitar has ever sounded.”

“Nice feel and sweet, rich tone. I haven’t bought any 
of the highest quality strings, but I read that these 
were some of the best. I believe it.”

 “I like the history of these strings.”

“...firmly convinced the the quality and consistency 
of the strings now make the Augustine Regal Blues 
among the top strings on the market.”

“...bright and durable...the improvement is huge com-
pared to EJ45 Pro-Arté Nylon!”

“....amazingly bright and responsive, and the tone is 
just what I want. The bass strings haven’t worn much 
in the month or so that they’ve been on the guitar…”

”These strings bring out the true sound of my guitar! 
Love them!”

REGAL & IMPERIAL COLLECTION
• Preferred by practically all Augustine 
endorsing artists

• Premium “Crystal” nylon trebles offer
brilliant, bell-like tone

• Boutique item - great potential for growth
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“I was surprised at how powerful they sound; they 
are bright but not metallic-sounding and feel sturdy 
on the fingers. I think this is how my guitar should 
sound and feel like so I suspect these will be my go-to 
strings from now on!”

 “It’s louder than nylon while the tone is still very 
rounded and rich!”

“The sound is fantastic and the first string is not as 
sharp as Savarez.”

“We tried your new carbon strings and are very im-
pressed by the warmth, unusual for a carbon string.”

“They have an expressive quality of sound combined 
with a colorful vibrance and sustain – something 
which is usually hard to find in a carbon string.”

“I really appreciate the clarity and projection of the 
carbon, but they don’t sound too bright or naily like 
a lot of other carbon strings.”

“...these carbon strings, based on my experience with 
only a single set, are the best I have come across so 
far...”

• Augustine’s newest  offering, created for 
staunch carbon lovers

• Crisp and loud with a unique warmth -
unusual for carbon strings
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acoustic collection

SPECTRA ELECTRIC

“...they sound great and stay 
bright for their entire life.” 

Tony Esposito, White Reaper

“I continue to use Augustine as my only 
source of strings for all of my guitars. They 

have an unparalleled tone and a rigid 
durability that can’t be found anyplace else 

- they never let me down.” 
Alexander Turnquist
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GUITAR COMMUNITY
• Augustine engages in a year-round vetting of guitar competitions and festivals
• Contributions via program adverts, prize packages, social media recognition, financial support
• Connections to local businesses frequented by members
• Ensures brand visibilty at events attended by the most passionate guitarists
• Winners of the Guitar Foundation of America’s International Concert Artist Competition
- the most venerable in the world - receive the Rose Augustine Grand Prize
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WHY
• Augustine believes music has a deeply positive impact on communities

Source: Music & Sound Retailer, May 2019 22


